Rescue effect of lipid emulsion on bupivacaine-induced cardiac toxicity in cardiomyocytes
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Abstract. The aim of the present study was to investigate the mechanism underlying the rescue effect of lipid emulsion on bupivacaine (BPV)-induced cardiomyocyte toxicity. The inhibitory effects of BPV on H9c2 myoblast cell proliferation were investigated using an MTT assay. The H9c2 myoblast cells were treated with either 1 mM BPV or 1% lipid emulsion (LE) alone, or co-treated with both of the drugs. Cell apoptosis was detected using both Annexin V/propidium iodide staining and a terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP assay. The protein expression levels of apoptosis-associated proteins were quantified using western blot analysis, and the mRNA expression levels were quantified by reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction. The expression levels of reactive oxidative species, malondialdehyde, superoxide dismutase, and catalase were quantified using the optical density values obtained from a spectrophotometer. In addition, the mechanism underlying the mitochondrial function of the H9c2 myoblast cells was investigated using both JC-1 staining, and cyclosporin A and atractyloside treatment. The results indicated that the H9c2 myoblast cells treated with BPV exhibited significantly higher levels of apoptosis. Furthermore, BPV treatment increased the levels of oxidative stress, and caused mitochondrial dysfunction within the H9c2 myoblast cells. LE treatment reversed the effects of BPV treatment in the H9c2 myoblast cells.

Introduction

Bupivacaine (BPV) is a sodium channel blocker commonly used as a local anesthetic in order to reduce postoperative pain. In addition, patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery may be administered high doses of BPV as a postoperative analgesic (1). Despite its widespread usage in clinical settings, BPV may also cause rapid cardiovascular collapse. Two mechanisms underlying BPV-induced cardiotoxicity have been proposed: (i) Cardiotoxicity caused by blockage of the sodium, calcium, and potassium ion channels, or (ii) cardiotoxicity caused by BPV interference with mitochondrial energy metabolism (2-4).

The mitochondrial apoptosis pathway is one of the primary cellular processes that lead to cell death. An important factor in mitochondrial apoptosis is the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP). mPTP is a non-specific pore located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, which opens in the presence of elevated calcium concentrations, specifically when these elevated calcium concentrations are accompanied by high levels of oxidative stress, and depleted levels of adenine nucleotides (5). Opening of the mPTP causes alterations in the ionic balance, which in turn leads to destruction of the inner mitochondrial membrane, and release of cytochrome c and apoptosis-inducing factors into the cytosol. These factors result in cell death via caspase-dependent or independent cascade reactions (6,7).

Elevated levels of mitochondrial calcium are responsible for the opening of the mPTP (8). However, oxidative stress may induce mPTP opening by increasing the sensitivity of the pore to calcium (8). Destabilization of the ion concentration within the mitochondrial membrane in turn leads to apoptotic cell death. When cells are under oxidative stress, the balance between the production and the elimination of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is deregulated. The levels of ROS within the cell have a significant role in cell survival. High levels of ROS induce DNA damage and abnormal protein expression, which ultimately lead to cell death (9). Another biological marker of oxidative stress is malondialdehyde (MDA), which is a product of polyunsaturated fatty acid peroxidation. MDA has a long half-life and is highly reactive, which allows it to interact with biomolecules such as nucleic acids and proteins, often causing irreversibly damage to cellular function (10). The antioxidant defense mechanisms that eliminate ROS are crucial for protecting the organism against oxidative damage. Numerous enzymes exhibit antioxidative properties, including superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase (CAT) (11). SOD carries out its protective action by catalyzing the transformation of reactive oxygen radicals into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen.
CAT in turn reduces hydrogen peroxide into non-toxic water and oxygen (12). The balance between SOD and CAT activity is crucial to the maintenance of a steady-state between toxic superoxide radicals and hydrogen peroxide (13).

Until recently, a cardiopulmonary bypass was the only method shown to be effective in the treatment of refractory cardiac arrest caused by local anesthetic overdose (14). Previous studies have demonstrated that treatment with lipid emulsion (LE) attenuates BPV-induced toxicity in various animal models (15,16), and in the rat heart (17). Two hypotheses have been proposed to explain the reversal effects of LE on BPV-induced toxicity: (i) Lipid sink theory, or (ii) metabolic theory. The lipid sink theory hypothesizes that the lipophilic molecules contained within the local anesthetic partition into a lipemic plasma compartment making them inaccessible to the surrounding tissue, which in turn leads to an increase in the concentration of local anesthetic within the plasma (18). However, Litz et al (19) demonstrated that lipid infusion rapidly reduced serum anesthetic levels, which raises doubt regarding the “lipid sink” hypothesis. The metabolic theory hypothesizes that BPV inhibits fatty acid transport within the inner mitochondrial membrane, and that the lipids prevent the metabolites from being oxidized (20).

Although there have been numerous successful clinical reports of LE attenuation of BPV-induced cardiac arrest, the molecular mechanism underlying the rescue effects of LE has yet to be elucidated. The present study used H9c2 rat neonatal myoblast cells to investigate BPV-induced cardiotoxicity, and to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the rescue effects of LE.

Materials and methods

Drugs and reagents. The 20% LE (C14-24; production batch 13010841) was purchased from Libang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Xi’an, China), and adjusted to a final concentration of 1% using Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM). The BPV hydrochloride (production batch 121120) was purchased from Wuhu Kangqi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Wuhu, China), and adjusted to a final concentration of 1 mM using complete DMEM medium. Cyclosporin A (CsA) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), and was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) prior to cellular treatment at a final concentration of 1 mM. Atracyloside (Atr) was purchased from Nanjing Spring & Autumn Biological Engineering Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). Atr purity (>98%) was determined using high performance liquid chromatography, and dissolved in DMSO prior to cellular treatment at a final concentration of 1 µM. Fetal bovine serum (FBS), DMEM, penicillin, and streptomycin were purchased from Gibco Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA, USA). DMSO and the MTT assay were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All primary and secondary antibodies were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. (Danvers, MA, USA). The MDA, CAT, and dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) ROS detection kits were obtained from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology (Jiangsu, China). The terminal deoxyadenosine transferase-mediated biotinylated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) kit was purchased from Roche Diagnostics Co. (Indianapolis, IN, USA).

Cell culture. The H9c2 rat neonatal myoblast cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). The cells were maintained in high glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin at 37°C in an atmosphere containing 5% CO₂. Once the cells had reached 70-80% confluence, the media was replaced with DMEM containing 1% LE (LE group), DMEM containing 1 mM BPV (BPV group), DMEM containing 1 mM BPV and 1% LE (BPV+LE), or with fresh DMEM (control group).

Cell viability assay. Cell viability was determined using an MTT assay. Briefly, the H9c2 myoblast cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of 5x10⁴/well. A total of 1 mM BPV was added to the wells, and the cells were subsequently incubated for 0, 12, 24, and 36 h. A total of 10 µl MTT solution in 5 mg/ml phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was then added into each well, and the cells were incubated at 37°C for a further 4 h. The medium was discarded, following which 100 µl DMSO was added to each well, and the plates were gently agitated for 5 min. Optical density was determined at 590 nm using a Thermo MK3 microplate spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) (21). Cellular absorbance in the absence of treatment was determined as 100%, indicating cell survival. Each treatment was repeated four times, and each experiment was performed in triplicate.

Intracellular ROS assay. ROS levels were measured using the non-fluorescent DCFH-DA probe as previously described (22). DCFH-DA passively diffuses into cells where it is deacetylated by esterases in order to form non-fluorescent 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein (DCFH). In the presence of ROS, DCFH reacts to form the fluorescent product dichlorofluorescein, which remains within the cells. Briefly, the H9c2 myoblast cells were seeded at a density of 1x10⁵/well into 96-well plates. Following a period of 24 h, the culture wells were treated with various treatment solutions for 24 h, and the cells were washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline. DCFH-DA, diluted to a final concentration of 10 µM in DMEM without FBS, was added to the cell cultures, which were then incubated for 20 min at 37°C. Cellular fluorescence was measured at 485 nm excitation and 530 nm emission using a Safire2 microplate reader (Tecan Schweiz, Uetikon, Switzerland). An increase in the fluorescence values was determined as an increase in intracellular ROS, as compared with the control.

Total SOD (T-SOD) enzymatic activity assay. T-SOD activity was determined using a WST T-SOD Assay kit (Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Inc., Kumamoto, Japan), according to the manufacturer’s instructions (23). The T-SOD assay uses a highly water-soluble WST-1 tetrazolium salts that react with superoxide anions (O₂⁻) in order to produce a water-soluble formazan dye. The H9c2 cells were seeded at a density of 1x10⁵/well into 96-well plates. Following a period of 24 h the cells were treated with 1 mM BPV, 1% LE, or a combination of 1 mM BPV and 1% LE for 24 h. The cells were then washed three times with PBS, and the samples were tested, and compared against a standard curve ranging from 2-200 U/mL. The colorimetric assay is performed by measuring the levels of formazan produced by the reaction between WST-1 and O₂⁻.
The reaction reduction rate is linearly correlated to xanthine oxidase activity, which is inhibited by T-SOD. Cellular absorbance was measured using a microplate reader (Safire2; Tecan Schweiz AG, Männedorf, Switzerland) set to 450 nm.

Lipid peroxidation assay. A lipid peroxidation assay was carried out using a commercial kit according to the manufacturer's instructions, in order to quantify cellular MDA. Briefly, the H9c2 myoblast cells were harvested by trypsinization (Gibco Life Technologies), and the cellular extracts were subsequently prepared by sonication at 950 W, 30% for 10 min, 1 sec with 2 sec interval, in ice-cold buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, and 1 mM dithiothreitol. Following sonication, the cells were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 20 min in order to remove any debris. The supernatant was then used to measure MDA levels and protein content (24). MDA content was quantified by thiobarbituric acid assay, with 1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane as an external standard. The optical density was measured at 532 nm using a microplate reader (Safire2; Tecan Schweiz AG), according to the manufacturer's instructions, and the protein content was determined using the Bradford method (Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, Nanjing, China).

CAT specific activity. The H9c2 myoblast cell CAT activity was detected using a CAT analysis kit (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology), according to the manufacturer's instructions (25). Briefly, the cells were treated with hydrogen peroxide and incubated at 25°C for 1-5 min so that the hydrogen peroxide could react with CAT. Following treatment, the remaining hydrogen peroxide was coupled with a substrate prior to further treatment with peroxidase, in order to produce N-4-antipyryl-3-chloro-5-sulfonate-benzoquinone emononime, which has a maximum absorption of 520 nm. Cellular absorption was quantified spectrophotometrically (Safire2; Tecan Schweiz AG). CAT activity was subsequently calculated from the assay results, and protein concentration was measured using a Bradford Protein Assay kit (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology).

H9c2 Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/propidium iodide (PI) apoptosis assay. The apoptotic rate of the H9c2 cells was detected by flow cytometry using the Annexin V-FITC/PI double-labeling method. The cells (1x10^6 cells/ml) were seeded in 6-well plates, and were treated with 1 mM BPV and 1% LE, as described above. The cells were then trypsinized and collected by centrifugation at 160 x g for 5 min. After washing with PBS, the cells were double-stained with an Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection kit (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, the cells were resuspended in Annexin V-FITC binding buffer, and incubated with Annexin V-FITC (1 µg/ml) for 15 min at room temperature in the dark, followed by an incubation with PI (10 µg/ml) for 15 min. Samples were analyzed using a flow cytometer (FACSCalibur; BD Biosciences, Mountain View, CA, USA) by two parameter dot-plots. A total of 10,000 cells were recorded in each case.

H9c2 myoblast cell apoptosis assay. H9c2 cell apoptosis was detected using a TUNEL kit (26). Briefly, the H9c2 myoblast cells were cultured on cover slips at a density of 1x10^4/ml for 24 h. Following treatment, the cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. The cells were then incubated with a methanol solution supplemented with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 min at room temperature, prior to further incubation with a permeabilization solution supplemented with 0.1% sodium citrate and 0.1% Triton X-100 (Biosharp, Nanjing, China) for 2 min at 4°C. The cells were subsequently incubated with the TUNEL reaction mixture for 60 min at 37°C, and visualized by inverted fluorescence microscopy (AF6000; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany). The TUNEL-positive nuclei were counted in four non-overlapping fields per cover slip, and the total percentage of TUNEL-positive nuclei was then calculated by determining the ratio of TUNEL-positive counts to the total number of nuclei, as determined by DAPI 3342 (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology) counterstaining.

Western blot analysis. Proteins were extracted from the H9c2 myoblast cells using a radioimmunoprecipitation buffer supplemented with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology). The protein concentrations were determined using the Bradford Protein Assay kit. The protein samples (50 µg) were resuspended in sample buffer containing 2% SDS, 2% β-mercaptoethanol, 50 mmol/l Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 10% glycerol, and 0.05% bromophenol blue. The proteins were separated by 15% SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidine fluoride membranes (Merck Millipore, Bedford, UK). Following membrane blockage with Tris-buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween® 20 (TBST) supplemented with 2.5% bovine serum albumin (Beijing Solarbio Science & Technology, Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) for 1 h at room temperature, the membranes were washed twice with TBST prior to being incubated with the following primary antibodies: Anti-B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2; 50E3, cat. no. 2870, 1:1,000), anti-Bcl-2-associated X protein (Bax; D2E11, cat. no. 5023, 1:1,000), anti-Bcl-2-associated death promoter (Bad; D24A9, cat. no. 9239, 1:1,000), anti-phosphorylated-Bad (Ser112) (40A9, cat. no. 5284, 1:1,000), anti-cytochrome c (D18C7, cat. no. 11940, 1:1,000), anti-caspase-9 (cat. no. 9508, 1:1,000), anti-caspase-3 (cat. no. 9662; 1:1,000), anti-cleaved caspase-3 (cat. no. 9661; 1:1,000), anti-cycloxygenase-IV (cat. no. 4844; 1:1,000), and anti-β-actin (cat. no. 4970; 1:2,000) overnight at 4°C. The membranes were then washed three times with TBST for 10 min, prior to being incubated for 1 h at room temperature with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (cat. no. 7074; 1:3,000) and horse anti-mouse (cat. no. 7076; 1:3,000) secondary antibodies. Following extensive washing, the proteins were detected using an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (Merck Millipore). The band intensities were quantified using the ChemiDocTM MP system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

Reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR). Total RNA was extracted from the H9c2 cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). RNA concentration was determined by UV spectrophotometry. cDNA was reverse transcribed from 1 µg total RNA using ReverTra Ace-α® kit (Toyobo Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan). A total of 2 µl template cDNA was used for
amplification, RT-qPCR was carried out using a Step One Plus™ Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems Life Technologies, Foster City, CA, USA). The RT-qPCR was performed using Thunderbird SYBR Master Mix (Toyobo Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan), and the following primer sequences were used: Bcl-2 forward, 5'-GGT GGA GTT TGG CCT TCT TTG-3', and reverse, 5'-CAT CCC AGC CTC CGT TAT CC-3' (annealing temperature 60˚C); Bax forward, 5'-GGT GAG CGA GCC GGT GAG GAC T-3', and reverse, 5'-GAG AGG ATG GCT GGG GAG AC-3' (annealing temperature 65˚C); Bad forward, 5'-TGA GGA AGA TGA AGG GAT GG-3', and reverse, 5'-GCT TCG TGG CAT CTG TGG TG-3' (annealing temperature 60˚C); caspase-9 forward, 5'-AGC TGG CCC AGT GTG AAT AC-3', and reverse, 5'-GCT CCC ACC TCA GTC AAC TC-3' (annealing temperature 60˚C); cytochrome c forward, 5'-CTT GGG CTA GAG AGC GGG A-3', and reverse, 5'-GCT ATC TTC TCC CCA GGT GAT-3' (annealing temperature 60˚C); GAPDH forward, 5'-GAT CCC GCC GCT AAC ATC AAA TG-3', and reverse, 5'-GAG GGA GGT GTC ATA TTT CTC-3' (annealing temperature 60˚C). All of the primers were designed and synthesized by GenScript Co., Ltd. (Nanjing, China). The RT-qPCR cycling conditions were as follows: 95˚C for 10 min, followed by 95˚C for 15 sec, the respective primer annealing temperatures for 30 sec, and 72˚C for 30 sec, and 95˚C for 15 sec for 40 cycles. GAPDH expression was used as an internal control. 2^ΔΔCT was calculated for every sample in order to determine the mRNA expression levels, which were normalized to GAPDH (27).

Measurement of mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm). The mitochondria of H9c2 cells were stained with JC-1. A total of 1×10^6 cells were incubated with 10 µg/ml JC-1 (Nanjing Keygene Biotech Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) dissolved in DMEM without FBS at 37˚C for 30 min, then washed three times with PBS. The fluorescence of the cells was measured at an excitation wavelength of 507 nm and an emission wavelength of 529 nm using a Safire2 microplate reader (Tecan Schweiz AG).

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 10.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. A one-way analysis of variance was performed when >2 groups were compared, and when statistically significant a Student ‑Newman‑Keuls test was used to investigate the differences between individual groups. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

BPV exhibits inhibitory effects on H9c2 myoblast cell proliferation. The results of the cell viability assay are shown in Fig. 1. The H9c2 myoblast cells were treated with 1 mM BPV over a time course of 12, 24 and 36 h. The cell viability levels at the 12 h time point decreased to 81.32±2.92%, as compared with the control cells. At 24 h, an increase in BPV-induced inhibition of cell proliferation was observed (51.23±2.15%), whereas at 36 h, cell viability was further reduced to 24.57±1.58%. These results suggest that BPV exerted inhibitory effects on H9c2 myoblast cell growth in a time-dependent manner.

LE treatment exhibits rescue effects on BPV-induced H9c2 myoblast cell apoptosis. BPV-induced apoptosis of the H9c2 myoblast cells was investigated using Annexin V/PI staining assay. As shown in Fig. 2A and B, the apoptotic rate of the H9c2 myoblast cells was measured for 24 h following cellular treatment with BPV or LE alone, and following co-treatment with BPV and LE. The percentage of apoptotic cells was 4.54±0.20% for the untreated control group, whereas the cells treated with 1 mM BPV exhibited 24.66±2.57% apoptosis, including both early- and late-stage apoptotic cells. When the H9c2 myoblast cells were treated with 1 mM BPV combined with 1% LE, LE was able to attenuate the apoptotic effects induced by BPV treatment, and the co-treated cell apoptotic levels resembled those of the control group. The addition of LE to the BPV-treated group reduced the apoptotic rate to a normal level (5.07±0.41%). A TUNEL assay was used in order to investigate the apoptotic cells. As shown in Fig. 2C, the H9c2 myoblast cells exhibited extensive apoptosis following BPV treatment. However, LE treatment lowered BPV-induced apoptosis. These results suggest that co-treatment with BPV and LE may protect H9c2 myoblast cells from apoptosis.

LE treatment reverses the effects of BPV on the Bcl-2 and caspase families. Bcl-2 and caspase are two protein families that have a crucial role in cell apoptosis. In the present study, western blotting and RT-qPCR were used to investigate the changes in protein and mRNA expression levels of Bcl-2 and caspase. The results of the western blot analysis revealed that the protein expression levels of Bax, cleaved caspase 9, and cleaved caspase 3 were elevated in the BPV-treated cells, whereas the protein expression levels of Bcl-2 and phosphorylated-Bad were downregulated. However, co-treatment of the H9c2 myoblast cells with LE and BPV resulted in opposing results (Fig. 3A and B). The downregulated expression levels of Bcl-2 and phosphorylated-Bad were restored to normal, and similarly the expression levels of cleaved caspase-3 and -9 were reduced to that of the control sample. RT-qPCR was performed in order to verify whether Bcl-2 and Bax were transcriptionally regulated. The results of the RT-qPCR confirmed that the mRNA expression levels of Bcl-2 and Bax were also regulated by BPV and LE in a similar manner to the protein expression levels (Fig 3C). In addition, the ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 doubled following BPV treatment, indicating that the apoptotic levels has increased. This ratio returned to normal in the BPV and LE co-treated H9c2 myoblast cells (Fig. 3C and D). These results indicate that BPV and LE may regulate apoptosis via Bcl-2 and caspase at both the protein and mRNA level.

LE treatment attenuates BPV-triggered oxidative stress in H9c2 myoblast cells. Oxidative stress is caused by disturbance to the oxidation and antioxidation balance, leading to apoptotic cell death (28). In order to investigate whether oxidative stress mediated the effects of BPV and LE, the activity levels of various enzymes were monitored. ROS levels, the accumulation of which may lead to mitochondrial dysfunction, were detected using a DCFH-DA probe. The results indicated that a rapid production of ROS occurred following H9c2 myoblast cell exposure to BPV. However, BPV-induced ROS production was reversed by LE treatment (127.5±4±3.68% in the BPV group, vs. 104.3±2±7.7% in the BPV+LE group,
Fig. 4A). MDA is a marker for lipid peroxidation, which was used as a further indicator of endogenous ROS levels. The BPV-treated cell samples contained elevated levels of MDA (61.33±3.43 µmol/mg), as compared with the control group (41.86±0.64 µmol/mg) (Fig. 4B). These results suggest that BPV treatment causes apoptotic cell death by increasing...
cellular ROS levels. In order to further verify this hypothesis, the activity levels of SOD were investigated. SOD antioxidant activity was measured by WST-1. The activity levels of SOD were significantly reduced following BPV treatment (Fig. 4C). In addition, co-treatment of the H9c2 myoblast cells with LE restored SOD activity levels to those of the control (74.03±6.23% in the BPV-treated sample, vs. 92.83±5.81% in the BPV+LE co-treated sample; Fig. 4C). CAT activity, which is another key indicator of endogenous ROS levels, was measured in order to assess the levels of antioxidation within the H9c2 myoblast cells. As shown in Fig. 4D, the CAT activity levels exhibited a similar trend to SOD activity levels. CAT activity was reduced in the BPV-treated cells, whereas co-treatment with BPV and LE restored CAT activity levels to those of the control group (709.74±22.40 U/mg in the control group, 467.03±25.39 U/mg in the BPV-treated group, and 650.47±19.43 U/mg in the BPV+LE co-treated group). These results suggest that BPV-induced toxicity is attributable to an increase in the oxidative stress levels of H9c2 myoblast cells. Furthermore, co-treatment with BPV and LE reversed the observed increase in cellular oxidation, bringing the levels of endogenous ROS back to normal.

**LE reverses BPV-induced apoptosis by promoting mitochondrial survival.** Two major pathways trigger apoptotic cell death: The death receptor-induced extrinsic pathway, and the mitochondrial apoptosome-mediated apoptotic intrinsic pathway (29). The mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨ) -sensitive dye JC-1 was used in order to determine through which pathway BPV and LE affect H9c2 myoblast cell survival. When mitochondrial ΔΨ is high, JC-1 accumulates in the mitochondrial matrix, and forms red fluorescent JC-1 aggregates. However, when mitochondrial ΔΨ is low, JC-1 becomes a monomer and emits green fluorescence. The ratio of green to red fluorescence indicates the percentage of mitochondrial depolarization. Flow cytometric analysis revealed that the H9c2 myoblast cells became more susceptible to mitochondrial membrane depolarization following BPV treatment, as compared with those in the control group (Fig. 5A). The percentage of green fluorescence increased from 3.21±0.91% to 36.34±3.40% following BPV treatment, indicating a decrease in mitochondrial ΔΨ, and mitochondrial dysfunction. The percentage of JC-1 monomers also decreased significantly in the cells co-treated with BPV and LE (12.22±1.63%). mPTP opening promotes uncontrolled...
ion flow between the mitochondrial membranes, which leads to mitochondrial swelling and rupture, followed by the release of cytochrome c (30). Therefore, the levels of cytochrome c reflect mPTP state, which provides an indication of mitochondrial viability. In the present study, cytochrome c release within the mitochondria was quantified via immunoblotting. The results demonstrated that treatment with BPV significantly reduced mitochondrial expression levels of cytochrome c, whereas BPV treatment significantly increased cytosolic cytochrome c expression levels (Fig. 5B and C). The addition of LE to the BPV-treated cells reduced the cytosolic expression levels of cytochrome c similar to those observed in the control cells. CsA treatment also inhibited cytochrome c release in the BPV-treated cells. Cellular treatment with Atr eliminated the reversal effects induced by LE treatment. These results strongly support the hypothesis that LE counteracts the cellular toxicity induced by treatment with BPV. Furthermore, the results of the present study suggest that the molecular mechanism underlying the protective effects of LE on H9c2 myoblast cells is modulated via the mPTP.

Discussion

Previous studies have demonstrated that BPV exhibits cellular toxicity both in vitro and in vivo (15-17). However, LE treatment is able to reverse BPV-induced cardiotoxicity. Chen et al (31) recently reported that BPV-induced asystole may be reversed by LE in rat hearts. Rosenblatt et al (32) also reported the successful clinical use of LE to resuscitate patients following BPV-associated cardiac arrest. However, the mechanism underlying BPV toxicity and the protective effects of LE have yet to be elucidated.

In the present study, the MTT assay demonstrated that BPV inhibited cellular proliferation in a time-dependent manner. The results of Annexin V/PI staining indicated that BPV induced cellular apoptosis, and the results of the TUNEL assay further confirmed this observation. The present study successfully demonstrated that LE exhibited protective effects on H9c2 myoblast cells, and rescued them from BPV-induced apoptosis.

Oxidative stress is closely associated with apoptosis. Previous studies have demonstrated that ROS and oxidative stress have an important role in the onset of apoptosis. Antioxidants and thiol reductants, such as N-acetylcysteine, as well as the overexpression of manganese-SOD are able to prevent or delay apoptosis (33). The present study investigated changes in the activity levels of ROS and antioxidants, and demonstrated that treatment with BPV caused oxidative stress. Incubation of the H9c2 myoblast cells with BPV for 24 h resulted in elevated levels of ROS and MDA, and reduced levels of SOD and CAT. Treatment with LE counteracted BPV-induced cell death caused by ROS-induced cellular damage. The results of the present study suggested that BPV-induced cellular apoptosis may be closely associated with oxidative stress. Furthermore, the rescue effects observed following LE treatment are likely attributable to an increase in the levels of antioxidants.

Figure 4. Effects of lipid emulsion (LE) and bupivacaine (BPV) treatment on the oxidative stress of H9c2 myoblast cells. (A) Endogenous levels of reactive oxygen species in the H9c2 rat myoblast cells were measured by dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein (DCF) diacetate fluorescence in the control, the 1 mM BPV-treated, the 1% LE-treated, and the BPV and LE co-treated groups. (B) The concentration of malondialdehyde (MDA) in the H9c2 myoblast cells was measured and compared among the four different treatment groups. (C) The superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity levels were measured in the H9c2 myoblast cells and compared to the control untreated cells. (D) The catalase (CAT) activity levels in the H9c2 myoblast cells were quantified and compared among the four different treatment groups. The data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation, and all experiments were performed in triplicate. *P<0.01, vs. the control group; **P<0.01, vs. the 1 mmol/l BPV treatment group.
The present study investigated the effects of various apoptosis-associated proteins, and revealed that BPV and LE influence the expression levels of Bcl-2 and caspase family proteins. The results of the present study showed that treatment with BPV increased the protein expression levels of Bax, and inhibited the protein expression levels of Bcl-2. RT-qPCR further demonstrated that the mRNA expression levels of Bax and Bcl-2 were affected. In addition, treatment with BPV activated caspases-9 and -3. The upregulation of apoptotic proteins following BPV treatment was rescued by LE treatment. The ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 is representative of the severity of mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization, which is a critical factor of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway (34-36). These results support the hypothesis that the mitochondria are critical in cellular apoptosis. Furthermore, mitochondria have been implicated in the generation of ROS (37). These previous results are concordant with the results of the present study, and suggest that BPV-induced toxicity directly affects mitochondrial survival.

In order to further confirm this hypothesis, and to elucidate the molecular mechanism underlying the rescue effects induced by LE treatment, a series of experiments were carried out. The results of JC-1 staining indicated that treatment with BPV affected H9c2 myoblast cell survival by initiating mitochondrial dysfunction. Release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria into the cytosol also occurred following BPV treatment, and was determined to be a key marker of apoptosis. Mitochondrial function and the release of cytochrome c were inversely correlated to LE treatment. mPTP, which is a non-specific pore located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, is responsible for the release of cytochrome c. The effects of BPV and LE on mPTP are associated with the levels of cytochrome c release. In addition, the effects of CsA and Atr, an mPTP inhibitor and activator respectively, on the release of cytochrome c were compared with that of BPV and LE. The results demonstrated that mPTP has a significant role in the mechanism underlying the protective effects of LE on BPV-induced toxicity. The results of the present study confirmed the involvement of the mitochondria in BPV-induced toxicity, and the important role of mPTP in the mechanism underlying the protective effects of LE treatment.

The present study demonstrated the potential clinical applications of LE as a treatment for BPV-induced toxicity. Furthermore, the present study revealed that the mechanism underlying BPV-induced toxicity is associated with the mitochondria, via the alteration of mPTP sensitivity. In conclusion, LE may protect H9c2 myoblast cells from
BPV-induced toxicity through restoration of mitochondrial function.
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